Many high-level visual regions exhibit complex patterns of stimulus selectivity that make their responses difficult to explain in terms of a single cognitive mechanism. For example, the parahippocampal place area (PPA) responds maximally to environmental scenes during fMRI studies but also responds strongly to nonscene landmark objects, such as buildings, which have a quite different geometric structure. We hypothesized that PPA responses to scenes and buildings might be driven by different underlying mechanisms with different temporal profiles. To test this, we examined broadband ␥ (50 -150 Hz) responses from human intracerebral electroencephalography recordings, a measure that is closely related to population spiking activity. We found that the PPA distinguished scene from nonscene stimuli in ϳ80 ms, suggesting the operation of a bottom-up process that encodes scene-specific visual or geometric features. In contrast, the differential PPA response to buildings versus nonbuildings occurred later (ϳ170 ms) and may reflect a delayed processing of spatial or semantic features definable for both scenes and objects, perhaps incorporating signals from other cortical regions. Although the response preferences of high-level visual regions are usually interpreted in terms of the operation of a single cognitive mechanism, these results suggest that a more complex picture emerges when the dynamics of recognition are considered.
Introduction
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have identified occipitotemporal brain regions that respond preferentially to specific visual categories, including faces, bodies, and scenes. The interpretation of these results is a matter of considerable debate. Some argue that these regions are dedicated to recognition of optimal stimulus categories (Kanwisher, 2010) . Others argue that they support more general recognition mechanisms that can be engaged by both optimal and suboptimal stimuli (Gauthier et al., 1999; Bar, 2004) . In both cases, however, the assumption is that the response of each region can be explained by a single underlying cognitive mechanism.
Here we use local field potential (LFP) recordings to explore an alternative view. Rather than postulating a single mechanism that explains all selectivities within a brain region, we suggest that multiple recognition mechanisms might process different kinds of information at different time points. To test this idea, we examined LFP responses in the parahippocampal place area (PPA) during viewing of scenes and objects. The PPA is a canonical category-selective region defined by maximal response to visual scenes (e.g., landscapes, street scenes, rooms) (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998) . Notably, the PPA also distinguishes among nonscene categories. For example, it responds more strongly to buildings than to common everyday objects (Epstein, 2005) and more strongly to objects that are larger, more distant, more space-defining, or more suitable as landmarks than to objects that are smaller, closer, less space-defining, and less suitable as landmarks (Committeri et al., 2004; Janzen and van Turennout, 2004; Cate et al., 2011; Mullally and Maguire, 2011; Amit et al., 2012; Konkle and Oliva, 2012; Bastin et al., 2013) . Attempts to explain this complex set of scene-and object-related selectivities in terms of a single mechanism face a fundamental challenge because scenes and objects differ substantially in their visual and geometric properties. Thus, it is unclear how a mechanism specialized for distinguishing between scenes could also be efficient for distinguishing between objects.
This conundrum could potentially be resolved if scene-and object-related processing in the PPA were driven by two distinct mechanisms. We hypothesized that scene selectivity in the PPA might be driven in part by bottom-up processing of scenespecific features and thus would be exhibited early, consistent with behavioral reports that scene interpretation occurs very rap-idly (Biederman et al., 1974; Potter, 1975; Greene and Oliva, 2009) , whereas object selectivity might reflect the incorporation of top-down inputs about the size, meaning, orientational value, or spatial qualities of the object and thus would be exhibited late. To quantify the time course of scene-and object-related selectivity, we determined the amount of time it takes the LFP signal to distinguish scenes from objects and the amount of time it takes to distinguish between two object categories (buildings and nonbuildings). We focus in particular on broadband ␥ activity (BGA, , as recent studies combining multiunit recordings with LFP in humans (Manning et al., 2009 ) and macaque monkeys (Ray and Maunsell, 2011) have demonstrated strong positive correlations between BGA and co-occurring spike rates at the population level.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Intracranial recordings were obtained from nine neurosurgical patients with intractable epilepsy (five women; mean age, 27 Ϯ 10 years) at the Epilepsy Department of the Grenoble University Hospital. To localize epileptic foci that could not be identified through noninvasive methods, neural activity was monitored in lateral, intermediate, and medial wall structures in these patients using stereotactically implanted multilead electrodes (stereotactic electroencephalography [sEEG] ). Electrode implantation was performed according to routine clinical procedures, and all target structures for the presurgical evaluation were selected strictly according to clinical considerations with no reference to the current study. Patients selected for the study were those whose electrodes primarily sampled visual areas (see Fig. 3 ). All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision and provided written informed consent. Experimental procedures were approved by the Institutional Review Board and by the National French Science Ethical Committee.
Electrode implantation. Eleven to 15 semirigid, multilead electrodes were stereotactically implanted in each patient. Electrodes had a diameter of 0.8 mm and, depending on the target structure, contained 10 -15 contact leads 2-mm-wide and 1.5-mm-apart (DIXI Medical Instruments). All electrode contacts were identified on each patient's individual postimplantation MRI. Each subject's individual preimplantation MRI was coregistered with the postimplantation MRI (Carmichael et al., 2008) to determine the anatomical location of each contact and to compute all contact coordinates in the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using standard Statistical Parametric Mapping algorithms. Visual inspection of the contact locations was also used to check whether each sEEG contact was located in gray or white matter.
Intracranial EEG recordings. sEEG recordings of 128 contacts in each patient were conducted using a commercial video-sEEG monitoring system (System Plus, Micromed). The data were bandpass-filtered online from 0.1 to 200 Hz and sampled at 512 Hz, using a reference electrode located in white matter. Each electrode trace was subsequently rereferenced with respect to its direct neighbor (bipolar derivations with a spatial resolution of 3.5 mm) to achieve high local specificity by cancelling out effects of distant sources that spread equally to both adjacent sites through volume conduction. All electrodes exhibiting epileptiform signals were discarded from the present study. This was achieved in collaboration with the medical staff and was based on visual inspection of the recordings and by systematically excluding data from any electrode site that was a posteriori found to be located within the seizure onset zone. Overall, 863 recording sites were obtained over the nine patients included in this study.
Experimental procedure. Each patient participated in two experiments. In Experiment 1, they viewed images from six stimulus categories (scenes, houses, faces, animals, objects, and scrambled images; see Fig. 1 , left). Comparison of responses across these six categories allowed us to identify electrode contacts that responded in a scene-selective manner equivalent to that typically observed in the fMRI-defined PPA. We refer to contacts that express a scene-selective response pattern as the sEEGdefined PPA. In Experiment 2, patients viewed images of building or nonbuilding objects, presented either in a scenic context or on a gray background (see Fig. 1, right) . Comparison of response between scenes (objects with scenic background) and isolated objects (objects without scenic background) allowed us to determine the time course of scenerelated selectivity, whereas comparison of response between buildings and nonbuildings allowed us to determine the time course of objectrelated selectivity. (Note that under our formulation, buildings are considered "objects" because they are compact entities with a bounding contour.)
Pictures in Experiment 1 were greyscale pictures that had the same average luminance and were presented within an oval aperture (400 ϫ 300 pixels). Pictures were sequentially presented for 200 ms each followed by a 800 -1000 ms interstimulus interval. Patients viewed blocks of 5 randomly chosen pictures, and each block was followed by 3 s pause periods during which patients could freely blink. Fifty exemplars were shown for each of the six categories. Participants were instructed to press a button each time a picture of a fruit appeared on screen (visual oddball paradigm, 19 oddballs of 319 pictures total). Pictures in Experiment 2 were full-color scenic images (400 ϫ 400 pixels) collected from internet searches. Pictures were sequentially presented for 200 ms each followed by a 800 -1000 ms interstimulus interval in blocks of six randomly chosen pictures interleaved by 3 s pause periods. A total of 79 images were used for each four categories (building with scenic background, building with gray background, object with scenic background, and object with gray background) for a total of 316 images in the complete stimulus set. Participants performed a 1-back repetition detection task, which required them to press a button whenever they saw two identical pictures in a row (6% of trials).
Visual stimuli were delivered on a 19 inch TFT monitor with a refresh rate of 60 Hz, controlled by a PC (Pentium 133, Dos) with Presentation 14.1 (Neurobehavioral Systems). The monitor was placed 60 cm away from the subject's eyes. To control the timing of stimulus delivery, a transistor-transistor logic pulse was sent by the stimulation PC to the EEG acquisition PC. Patients responded to the tasks through right-hand button presses.
Data analysis. The first step of our analysis was to determine the typical response to visual stimulation (Bastin et al., 2012) . To do this, we used Elan-pack (developed at the laboratory Institut National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale U1028) to compute standard time-frequency (TF) wavelet decomposition, which allowed us to identify major TF components of interest across all trials at each recording site (Lachaux et al., 2003) . The frequency range was 1-200 Hz, and the time interval included a 250 ms prestimulus baseline and lasted until 800 ms after stimulus onset. Wilcoxon nonparametric tests were used to compare, across the trials, the total energy in a given TF tile (100 ms ϫ 3 Hz) with that of a tile of similar frequency extent covering the prestimulus baseline period from Ϫ600 to Ϫ100 ms.
The TF decomposition analyses indicated a strong response in the ␥ range (50 -150 Hz) during visual stimulation (e.g., see Fig. 2A ), so we focused on BGA in the subsequent analyses. BGA was extracted with the Hilbert transform of sEEG signals (MATLAB, MathWorks) using the following procedure. sEEG signals were first bandpass filtered in 10 successive 10-Hz-wide frequency bands (e.g., 10 bands, beginning with 50 -60 Hz up to 140 -150 Hz). For each bandpass filtered signal, we computed the envelope using standard Hilbert transform. The obtained envelope had a time resolution of 15.625 ms. Again, for each band, this envelope signal (i.e., time-varying amplitude) was divided by its mean across the entire recording session and multiplied by 100 for normalization purposes. Finally, the envelope signals computed for each consecutive frequency bands (e.g., 10 bands of 10 Hz intervals between 50 and 150 Hz) were averaged together, to provide one single time-series (the BGA) across the entire session, expressed as percentage of the mean. This time series was then divided into trialwise responses, which were analyzed in three steps as detailed below.
First, we used the BGA responses from Experiment 1 to identify sceneselective contacts for further analysis. For each sEEG contact, we calculated average BGA during the poststimulus interval (0 -800 ms) for each of the 50 scene trials and 50 object trials. We then compared these values using a t test (df ϭ 98) and corrected the p values for multiple comparisons over the n ϭ 96 Ϯ 6 contacts for each subject using the false discov-ery rate (Genovese et al., 2002) . Contacts that showed significantly greater response to scenes than to objects were deemed to be PPA contacts.
Next, we examined the response magnitudes across conditions for the PPA contacts in Experiments 1 and 2. To do this, we calculated the average trialwise BGA for each PPA contact during the poststimulus interval (0 -800 ms). We then averaged these trialwise values across all trials for each condition to get a single response value for each condition at each contact. We then performed ANOVA and post hoc tests on these values.
Finally, we examined the timing of scene-and object-related response in Experiment 2. For these analyses, the scene effect was defined as the difference in response between background-present and backgroundabsent stimuli (regardless of the identity of the focal object), whereas the object effect was defined as the difference between buildings and nonbuilding objects (regardless of whether a background was present or not). The latencies of these effects were compared using two complementary methods. In the first set of analyses, we determined the onset and peak latency for each effect at each contact and then compared these two quantities using a two-tailed t test to test the hypothesis that the scene effect should onset and peak earlier than the object effect. To calculate onset and peak latencies for each contact for the first set of analyses, we calculated the strength of the scene and object effect at each 15.625 ms time bin in the (Ϫ250 to 1000 ms) time interval, using single trial responses at each time bin as observations (t test, df ϭ 198). The onset latency for each effect was taken to be the first time bin at which a significant p value (false discovery rate corrected for 81 multiple comparisons in the time domain) was observed and subsequently maintained for at least 125 ms (8 bins), whereas the peak latency for each effect was taken to be the time point at which the difference between conditions reached its maximum. In the second set of analyses, we compared the relative strength of the two effects after first normalizing each effect to its peak magnitude. We compared their normalized magnitudes at each time point in the (0 -500 ms) time interval, using the average responses across trial at each time bin as observations (t test, df ϭ 13). This analysis tests the idea that the scene effect should be larger than the object effect at early time points, but not at later time points when both effects are fully developed.
Mapping intracranial EEG data to standard MNI brain. The anatomical representation of all significant BGA modulations was obtained by pooling data from all subjects and mapping it into the standard MNI brain atlas using normalized contact coordinates.
Results
Experiment 1: BGA in the PPA is stronger during scene viewing In the first experiment, we identified the PPA using BGA as a neural marker of scene selectivity. Previous fMRI (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Epstein et al., 1999; Epstein et al., 2003) and sEEG (Bastin et al., 2013) studies have demonstrated that a region in the collateral sulcus, including posterior parahippocampal cortex and adjoining territory in the lingual and fusiform gyrii, responds significantly more strongly to scenes than to objects, and we wished to replicate these results. sEEG data were collected from a total of 863 intracranial bipolar recording sites across nine patients while they viewed pictures drawn from six categories (houses, faces, animals, scenes, objects, and scrambled images; Fig. 1 ). Higher spectral power was found in a broadband ␥ frequency range (50 -150 Hz) during picture viewing than during fixation ( Fig. 2A) at many occipitotemporal sites. BGA was stronger during scene than during object viewing in 14 sEEG contacts (Fig. 2 B, C ; t test on single trial BGA measured during the 0 -800 ms after stimulus; df ϭ 98; p Ͻ 0.05 corrected for multiple comparisons across all contacts for each subject). These contacts, found in 6 of 9 subjects (Table 1; Fig. 3 ), were clustered around the collateral sulcus ϳ1 cm behind the parahippocampal/lingual boundary ( Fig. 2B ; center MNI coordinates: Ϯ27, Ϫ53, Ϫ9; see also Table 1 ; Fig. 4 ) and will be referred to the PPA in the following.
Next, we examined BGA in the 0 -800 ms time interval in the PPA for all stimulus categories (Fig. 2D) . Repeated-measures ANOVA revealed that stimulus category had a significant effect on BGA (F (5,65) ϭ 54.5; p Ͻ 0.001, using averaged BGA observed for each PPA contact as observations). Post hoc analyses confirmed the PPA selectivity to scene stimuli (scene Ͼ all other categories, Newman-Keuls test, p Ͻ 0.01) and also revealed a strong PPA response to buildings (house Ͼ [object, face, and scrambled stimuli], Newman-Keuls test, p Ͻ 0.01). The apparent trend toward greater PPA response to animals compared with objects was not significant. Notably, the relative level of response across scenes, buildings, objects, and faces was almost identical to that observed in previous fMRI studies (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998) .
To exclude the possibility that the relative differences between scenes and objects could have been overestimated because the same dataset was used to identify PPA and to estimate PPA selectivity profile, we ran a control analysis that used half of the trials (25 randomly selected trials) to identify PPA contacts and the other half to plot the selectivity profile of the PPA. This analysis showed very similar results: we identified the same 14 PPA contacts, and the selectivity profile was identical (F (5,65) ϭ 49; p Ͻ 0.001 and Newman-Keuls test, p Ͻ 0.01).
Experiment 2: BGA onsets dissociate scenic background from object category encoding Although the PPA responds strongly to both scene and building stimuli, we reasoned that these responses might be driven by different underlying mechanisms; that is, in information processing terms, they may reflect fundamentally different computations. Scenes and objects are quite different in their visual and geometric properties, so it is feasible that greater response to scenes than to objects in the PPA could reflect bottom-up processing of properties unique to scenes; for example, information about spatial layout provided by large fixed scene elements, such as walls and ground planes. In contrast, distinguishing buildings from nonbuildings is a more challenging problem, which might require analysis of higher-level object properties, such as size, fixedness, and meaning. The stimuli in Experiment 1 were not optimal for testing this hypothesis because many of the object stimuli were taken under naturalistic conditions and included some scenic background; thus, the scene versus object difference in this case would reflect a conflation of the two predicted effects. To test this idea, therefore, we ran a second experiment, using stimuli that allowed us to directly compare the temporal profiles of the scene-and building-related response in the PPA.
The same nine patients that participated in Experiment 1 viewed objects (building and nonbuilding) presented either in a scenic context or on a gray background (Fig. 1right) . ANOVA revealed that response was higher for background compared with no-background stimuli (scene effect, F (1,13) ϭ 81.1, p Ͻ 0.01) and also higher for buildings than for nonbuilding objects (object effect, F (1,13) ϭ 20.3, p Ͻ 0.01). There was a significant interaction between these two effects (F (1,13) ϭ 34.8, p Ͻ 0.01), reflecting the fact that the object effect was significant for no-background stimuli (Newman-Keuls, p Ͻ 0.01) but not for background stimuli (Newman-Keuls, p ϭ 0.69, not significant). The pattern (Fig. 5A) is consistent with previous observations that the PPA responds more strongly to scenes (with-background stimuli) than to nonscenes (no-background stimuli) regardless of object content, and also responds more strongly to buildings than to nonbuildings when these stimuli are presented in isolation (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Troiani et al., 2012) .
To compare the time courses of the scene and object effects (Fig. 5 B, C) , we calculated the onset latency and the timing of the peak response for each recording site (Fig. 5D ). The onset of the scene effect was identified for 13 of 14 PPA contacts; the onset of the object effect was identified in 10 of 14 contacts (in 5 of 6 patients); the peak response was identified for both effects in all 14 contacts. The average onset latency of the scene effect (background present vs background absent) was 82 Ϯ 10 ms, whereas the average onset latency of the object effect (building vs nonbuilding) was 170 Ϯ 34 ms (mean Ϯ SEM). Crucially, when the onsets of the two effects were compared, the onset of the scene effect (n ϭ 13) was found to precede the onset of the object effect (n ϭ 10) by a significant amount (unpaired t test: t (21) ϭ 2.6, p ϭ 0.014). Echoing this result, the peak of the scene effect (223 Ϯ 10 ms, n ϭ 14) also preceded the peak of the object effect (340 Ϯ 38 ms, n ϭ 14) by a significant amount (unpaired t test: t (26) ϭ 3; p ϭ 0.006). Substantially identical results were obtained when the object effect was defined based on response to no-background trials only: in this case, the onset of the object category effect was 176 Ϯ 107 ms (n ϭ 11, unpaired t test vs scene onset: t (22) ϭ 2.8 p ϭ 0.009), whereas the peak was 288 Ϯ 26 ms (n ϭ 14, unpaired t test vs scene onset: t (26) ϭ 2.3; p ϭ 0.026).
As a second test of the relative timing of the scene and object effects, we compared their magnitudes at different time bins, after first normalizing each effect to its peak magnitude for each contact. We found that the normalized scene effect was significantly greater than the normalized object effect from 203 to 266 ms after stimulus onset (paired t tests; df ϭ 13; p Ͻ 0.05 after false discovery rate correction). This result reflects the fact that the scene effect is more fully actualized than the object effect at earlier time 
points (in the sense that it has reached a higher percentage of its peak). This analysis provides additional support for the idea that the scene effect develops more rapidly than the object effect.
To further examine reliability of results across subjects, we reanalyzed our data after first averaging across contacts within each patient's hemisphere (n ϭ 7 PPA hemispheres). The selectivity profile of the PPA (Experiment 1) was unaffected by this analysis, and the time course of the scene and building effects were qualitatively identical (i.e., the scene effect always preceded the building effect); however, the statistical power was too low to reach significance. Finally, to exclude the possibility that lowlevel differences between stimuli might explain results from Experiment 2, we conducted another control analysis. We first identified sEEG contacts that were more sensitive to objects than to scenes in Experiment 1, restricting this analysis to objectsensitive electrodes that were found to be located more laterally than the PPA contacts (objects Ͼ scene contacts, n ϭ 9 sEEG contacts). We found that these object contacts were neither reliably sensitive nor inversely sensitive to the manipulations that affected the PPA contacts in Experiment 2, making it impossible to define the timing of the scene and object effects in this case.
Effects of spatial frequency
Previous studies indicate that the PPA responds significantly more strongly to stimuli that are dominated by high spatial frequencies (HSF) compared with stimuli that contain less relative power at HSF (Rajimehr et al., 2011) . To explore whether it was possible to explain the scene and/or object effects in Experiment 2 in terms of differences of spatial frequency content in the stimulus set, we examined the spatial frequency content of the images as a function of background-presence and object category. First, we extracted the high (Ͼ5 cycles/°) spatial frequency (HSF) power for each image using a previously described procedure (Rajimehr et al., 2011) . Then we examined these HSF power values using a 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA, with background-presence and object category as factors. Background-present stimuli had significantly more HSF power than background-absent stimuli (F (1,268) ϭ 10.3; p Ͻ 0.05). Building stimuli, on the other hand, did not differ in spatial frequency from nonbuilding stimuli (F (1,268) ϭ 0.07, p ϭ 0.78, not significant), and the interaction between background presence and object category was not significant (F (1,268) ϭ 0.37, p ϭ 0.54, not significant).
To test the possibility that these SF differences could explain the PPA preference for stimuli with scenic background, we compared BGA response to pictures with more HSF power (n ϭ 100 highest HSF power pictures) with BGA response to pictures with less HSF power (n ϭ 100 low HSF). Because we wished to examine the effects of SF and stimulus category independently, 50 of the pictures for each SF condition were background-present stimuli (specifically, the 25 highest/lowest SF buildings with background and the 25 highest/lowest SF nonbuildings with background) and 50 were backgroundabsent stimuli (also distributed equally between buildings and nonbuildings). To verify the efficacy of this manipulation, we performed a 2 ϫ 2 ANOVA on HSF power for the 200 selected images. This confirmed the expected difference between high and low SF pictures (F (1,195) ϭ 161.7; p Ͻ 0.01) and showed that, for this reduced stimulus set, there was no significant difference in SF between background-present and background-absent stimuli (F (1, 195) ϭ 2.84; p ϭ 0.09, not significant) and no significant interaction (F (1,195) Ͻ 1, not significant).
We then performed the same analysis on BGA power in PPA contacts in the (0 -800 ms) time interval. This analysis confirmed the significant effect of background on BGA (F (1,13) ϭ 93; p Ͻ 0.01; the average percentage change of BGA was 26 Ϯ 2.7%). The analysis also revealed a significant effect of high spatial frequency (F (1,13) ϭ 6.81; p ϭ 0.02; the average percentage change of BGA was 2.8 Ϯ 1.1%). These results argue against the idea that the background effect can be explained by SF differences, as the background effect is observed here even for a reduced stimulus set for which SF is controlled, and the magnitude of the background effect is 10 times bigger than the magnitude of the SF effect.
Discussion
The main finding of this study is that broadband ␥ responses at scene-selective sEEG recording sites (the "sEEG-defined PPA") distinguish between scenes and nonscenes more quickly than they distinguish between buildings and nonbuildings. Furthermore, the anatomical location of the scene-selective recording sites, and the ordering of responses across stimulus categories, was similar to that observed previously with fMRI (Epstein, 2005) . Our results suggest the existence of two information processing stages in the human PPA: an early stage that distinguishes scenes from nonscenes, followed by a later stage that distinguishes navigationally relevant objects (i.e., buildings) from other objects.
Although the speed at which the human visual system distinguishes between faces and objects have been studied in previous sEEG experiments (Privman et al., 2007; Tsuchiya et al., 2008; Fisch et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2009) , this is the first precise measurement, to our knowledge, of the speed at which it distinguishes between scenes, buildings, and objects. Previous neurophysiological work in monkeys has shown that selectivity for scene stimuli is exhibited in some occipitotemporal neurons at a latency of ϳ125 ms after stimulus onset (Bell et al., 2011) . In humans, the neuronal latency of the scene selectivity within the PPA is unclear: some parahippocampal neurons increased their activity compared with fixation ϳ270 ms after visual stimulus onset (Mormann et al., 2008) , but these neurons did not specifically respond to scene stimuli and were therefore probably located outside of the PPA, in the main body of the human parahippocampal cortex. We previously reported preliminary results from two patients indicating that BGA was selectively modulated in the collateral sulcus during scenes compared with objects (Bastin et al., 2013). Here we replicate this finding in a larger cohort of patients and show that scenes and objects can be distinguished at ϳ80 ms (comparable to latencies observed in monkey visual cortices), whereas buildings and nonbuildings are distinguished later, at 170 ms.
We hypothesize that the early scene-selective component might reflect bottom-up processing of visual or geometric elements unique to scenes, such as spatial layout or visual summary statistics. Previous fMRI studies have indicated that these global scene properties are extracted by the PPA (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998; Kravitz et al., 2011a; Park et al., 2011; Cant and Xu, 2012) and might underlie the PPA's critical involvement in scene categorization and scene recognition . Anatomical locations of all intracerebral contact-pairs (A) and relationship between fMRI-defined PPA and contact-pairs that were within an ROI centered on the fMRI-defined PPA (MNI coordinates: abs(x) Ͻ45; Ϫ35ϽyϽϪ60; Ϫ18ϽzϽ0) (B). Voxels that respond more to scenes than to objects are shown in orange (fMRI data from R.A.E. laboratory). sEEG contacts that were located within the ROI were categorized into four functionally distinct response types: red dots represent sEEG-defined PPA contacts (i.e., BGA for these contacts was selective to scene stimuli); green dots, contacts that were selective to objects; blue dots, contacts that showed a BGA increase that was similar across categories (visual nonselective); white dots, sEEG contacts that did not respond to visual stimulation (nonresponsive). The sEEG-defined PPA fits within the posterior tail of the fMRI-defined PPA. The center of fMRI-defined PPA was not sampled by intracerebral contacts. The more lateral location of intracerebral contacts selective to objects is consistent with the neuroimaging literature. (Habib and Sirigu, 1987; Steeves et al., 2004; Walther et al., 2009) . Dovetailing with these results, behavioral studies indicate that human observers have a remarkable ability to interpret complex visual scenes very rapidly, perhaps in part through analysis of such global scene properties (Biederman et al., 1974; Potter, 1975; Antes et al., 1981; Li et al., 2002; Greene and Oliva, 2009 ). Our current results provide an important data point that links together these previous findings by showing that scene-specific responses within the PPA are exhibited at short latencies, exactly as one would expect if the PPA extracts global scene properties for discrimination between scenes using a feedforward mechanism.
The object category effect, on the other hand, might reflect a later stage of processing in which information about some (but not necessarily all) objects is incorporated into the PPA response. Recent studies have convincingly demonstrated PPA sensitivity to object qualities. For example, the PPA has been shown to respond more strongly to the following: large objects compared with small objects (Cate et al., 2011; Konkle and Oliva, 2012) , space-defining objects compared with nonspace defining objects (Mullally and Maguire, 2011) , objects in navigationally relevant locations compared with objects in less navigationally relevant locations (Janzen and van Turennout, 2004) , nearby objects compared with distant objects (Amit et al., 2012) , and objects strongly associated with a place or context compared with objects only weakly associated with a place or context (Bar and Aminoff, 2003 ; but see Epstein and Ward, 2010) . Attempts to explain these object-related responses in terms of scene-recognition mechanisms face a challenge because scenes and objects are quite different in their visual and geometric properties; for example, objects are compact, convex, and have a well-defined border, whereas scenes are distributed, concave, and have no clear border (Epstein and MacEvoy, 2011) . As such, it seems unlikely that the same bottom-up mechanisms used for scene recognition would be useful for extracting information about objects. This is especially true given that the PPA appears to be sensitive to higherlevel object properties, such as size, fixedness, and spatial orientation value, which are not immediately ascertainable on the basis of appearance. Our results suggest a possible solution to this problem: the PPA might incorporate this object-based information at a later stage, relying in part on top-down or lateral signals from other areas of the brain.
Although it is unclear what kind of information about the objects is encoded at this later stage, we can suggest two (nonexclusive) possibilities. The first is that the later response component reflects coding of abstract or semantic aspects of the objects, such as information about their size (Konkle and Oliva, 2012) , contextual associations (Bar, 2004) , or their value as a navigational landmark (Janzen and van Turennout, 2004) . The second possibility is that the later component reflects spatial analyses that occur for some objects but not others (Mullally and Maguire, 2011) . We have previously proposed that the PPA represents information about the layout of local space. If signals from other brain regions indicate to the PPA that an object is large enough and stable enough to define the permanent geometry of local space, then the PPA might engage more strongly in an effort to extract the spatial coordinate frame anchored to the object, in effect turning the "object" into a "scene" (Committeri et al., 2004; Troiani et al., 2012; Bastin et al., 2013) . Under this account, the PPA might indeed have two functions: (1) scene identification performed by the early component; and (2) the extraction of navigationally useful spatial information from a stimulus, regardless of whether the stimulus is a scene or an object, performed by the later component. Consistent with this idea, we previously found a late response (ϳ600 -800 ms after stimulus onset) in the PPA when subjects were asked to judge the location of a target object relative to an allocentric coordinate frame anchored on a building (Bastin et al., 2013) , suggesting that late components in the PPA reflect spatial processes that go beyond the perceptual analysis of an item.
Under the first proposal (abstract/semantic coding), the later stage might involve the incorporation of inputs from objectprocessing areas, such as the lateral occipital complex (Harel et Figure 5 . BGA at PPA contacts in Experiment 2. A, Grand-average BGA activity during the four conditions of Experiment 2 (average BGA during the 0 -800 ms after stimulus interval): building with no background, building with background, nonbuilding object without background, and nonbuilding object with background. B, Grand-average BGA responses during viewing of stimuli that either had a scenic background (SB present) or not (SB absent). C, Grand-average BGA responses during viewing of stimuli that either contained buildings or nonbuilding objects. D, Time course of the scene (SB present Ϫ SB absent stimuli) versus object (building Ϫ nonbuilding stimuli) effects. Arrows indicate the average latencies of the onsets (arrows pointing upward) and peak times (arrows pointing downward) of experimental effects. Shaded areas and horizontal lines below or above arrows represent Ϯ1 SEM. SB effect, Scenic background effect; OC effect, object category effect.
al., 2013) or frontal lobe regions involved in object interpretation (Bar et al., 2006) . Under the second proposal (spatial processing), the later stage might involve the incorporation of spatial inputs from the retrosplenial and medial parietal regions, which ultimately originate from the dorsal stream (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994; Stefanacci et al., 1996; Kravitz et al., 2011b; Bastin et al., 2013) . Although the latter account may seem to contradict previous observations that neurons in the dorsal visual stream have faster latencies than neurons in the ventral stream (Schmolesky et al., 1998) , we note it is unclear whether these latencies apply to the medial parietal regions that provide input to the PPA. Furthermore, because our contact sites are posterior to parahippocampal cortex proper, which is the locus of parietal afferents, it is possible that spatial information would take additional time to propagate backwards to these locations.
In conclusion, these results demonstrate the existence of two temporal components in the PPA response. Whereas scenes and nonscenes are distinguished relatively early, navigationally relevant objects (buildings) and non-navigationally relevant objects (nonbuildings) are distinguished relatively late. These findings suggest the possibility that the PPA represents different kinds of information at different points in time. We suspect that similar temporal dissociations might exist in other high-level visual regions (Sugase et al., 1999) , such as the fusiform face area (Kanwisher, 2000; Bukach et al., 2006) , and might explain otherwise conflicting accounts of the functions of these regions.
